Abstract-In this paper, the problem of fault detection and isolation in the attitude control subsystem of spacecraft formation flying is considered. In order to design the fault detection method, an extended Kalman filter is utilized which is a nonlinear stochastic state estimation method. Three fault detection architectures, namely, centralized, decentralized, and semi-decentralized are designed based on the extended Kalman filters. Moreover, the residual generation and threshold selection techniques are proposed for these architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
HERE are several advantages in satellite formation flying concept. The ability to make a formation more robust by eliminating single point failure is one of the most important advantages of formation flying. This multiple spacecraft approach will also impose less requirements and limitations on launch vehicles and thereby reducing the mission cost. Higher reliability and redundancy, higher resolution, simpler design and faster built time are other advantages of using multiple smaller satellites over a single large satellite [1] , [2] .
It is well-known that the efficiency and reliability of the formation can be degraded as a consequence of occurrence of a fault in the actuators of the satellites. Therefore, autonomous, real-time and on-line fault detection and isolation (FDI) strategies are required in order to diagnose faults before they can cause severe damages and lead to catastrophic failures in the entire networked formation system.
Fault detection and isolation in single satellite has been investigated with various methods in the literature (e.g. [3] - [7] ). However there is not as much as research fault detection for formation flight of satellites. In [8] a hierarchical fault diagnosis decomposition framework is developed for satellite formation flight through a component dependency model using Bayesian Network structure. In [9] the overlapping block-diagonal state space representation of a hierarchical large-scale system is transformed into constrained -state S. Ghasemi is with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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block-diagonal state space model, and then a constrainedstate distributed Kalman filter is proposed to estimate the states of the model. These methods are proposed for hierarchical formations and they cannot be generalized for all types of formations. A nonlinear observer combining second order sliding mode and wavelet networks applied to a multiple satellite formation flying system in [10] . However this approach does not have the distribution characteristic and is a localized method.
In this work, a model based method is presented for the problem of actuator fault detection in formation flight of satellites. The fault detection and isolation problem in formation flying of spacecraft is investigated by designing three different FDI architectures, namely, Decentralized, Centralized, and Semi-Decentralized, to analyze and represent the advantages and disadvantages of each architecture versus the others. Extended Kalman filter has been chosen as the fault detection technique because of its model-based and nonlinear characteristics.
II. METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION

A. Satellite Attitude Model
Reference [11] discusses the satellite's attitude model in details. Satellite attitude dynamics relies on "rigid body" dynamics and its orientation behavior can be explained on this basis. A rigid body has six degrees of freedom, which three of them are rotational parameters. In order to describe satellite attitude dynamics, the Euler parameters  
The spacecraft that is considered in this research is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the plane 
For the purpose of detecting the actuator fault of satellite with extended Kalman filter, we write this nonlinear dynamics as following ( , , )
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The output matrix C in (8) is based on the measurement considered for the satellites. For the attitude measurement, we have 
As it is shown in the above equations,  is not an independent parameter and it can be obtained by using the other Euler parameters. Therefore, we have eliminated it from the states of (9).
B. Fault Modeling
The system with actuator faults modeled by Loss of Effectiveness faults can be written as 
D. Semi-Decentralized Architecture
In the semi-decentralized architecture, the FDI unit for each spacecraft receives the output measurement and control input information of its neighboring spacecraft. This information gives the FDI unit the capability to detect and isolate the actuator faults of its neighboring spacecraft not only based on the effect of 
E. Centralized Architecture
In the centralized architecture, one FD center is considered for the fault detection and isolation of the whole formation. All spacecraft send their state and control input information to this FD center, as shown in Fig. 3 . Considering a formation with N spacecraft, the system for the centralized architecture has the representation ,
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where the observation matrix ( ) 
